
THE RECORDS OF ROTHWELL HORSE FAIR 1684-1744 

R. F. DENINGTON 

Records ofRothwell Fair survive in two toll books for the years 1684-1720 and 1739-1744· In 
the first period they are called Horse Fairs or sometimes "Great Horse Fairs", whilst in the 
latter period they are called Nag Fairs, when, it seems, mostly mares were sold. During the 
later part of the period the Hill family held the Lordship of the manor of Rothwell, Edward 
until 1705, then the Reverend Nathaniel until 1732, when George Hill succeeded. The entries 
ofthe early 18th century are sprawling and -carelessly written whereas the entries of the later 
period are neat and orderly and countersigned as having been received by G. Hill. 

The administration of the fair centred on the stewards' booth where there were two people, 
the scrivener and the purser. The scrivener made two kinds of entry. One concerned the sales 
made at the stewards' booth and the other was of the tolls collected elsewhere by the watchmen. 
In most cases only the amount of the toll was recorded, but at other times a reference was made 
to a place in the street, at the milestone or at someone's place, such as Astells, Badiners, 
Bodymers, Carters, Daulbys, Foxes, Goodmans, Minsens or Smiths. Of these surnames, only 
Goodman and Daulby occur in the record as inhabitants of Rothwell. Before 1 720 there were 
two of these watchmen but in the later period there were six. Before 1700 most of the watchmen 
served at only one or two fairs, but one, Thomas Black, was a watchman at five. Up to 1720 
there are four names with several years' service: Wm. Flavell 1700-8, Thos. Parker 1709-16, 
Jo. Morrice 1715-20 and Jo. Dunsmore 1716-20. In the second period four names appear 
regularly: Sam Alderman, Bryan Glover, Thos. Lane, and Sam More, whilst invariably the 
purser was Richard West and the scrivener Robert Dexter. For twenty two years (with two 
gaps) Robert Tebbutt was the scrivener. Others ofthe Tebbutt family were pursers; Samuel, 
Benjamin and Nicholas.John Alderman, known from wills of the time to have been a friend of 
Robert Tebbutt, was his purser from 1698 to 1702. 

The importance of the toll book is shown by the completion of the accounts of the cash 
received, even when other entries are only fragmentary. The expenses of the day, which varied 
according to how many watchmen were employed, were deducted and a final cash total 
entered. This toll book was a legal requirement started by the Tudors to combat the sale of 
stolen horses. The first Act dates from the time ofPhilip and Mary and required a record of the 
horse, the seller and the buyer. Queen Elizabeth added the requirement that the seller should 
have some other person to declare that the seller was the rightful owner of the horse, and he 
was called a voucher. It was further ordered that the buyer should have a copy of the entry at a 
fee of one penny and this perhaps explains why so few sales were registered at the stewards' 
booth. Could it be that those in the business did not want to pay the copy entry fee and 
preferred to complete their deals in the street? Although legally horses could only be sold at a 
market or fair, diaries of the time, such as Thomas !sham's of 1672-73, give instances of private 
sales, sometimes at high prices. Sir William Hazlewood paid sixty pounds for two colts 
presumably for the local races, which are also mentioned. Rothwell fair is mentioned for the 
low prices of its horses. Fairs at Northampton, Boughton Green and Brixworth were visited by 
the !shams and a comment is made of the strings of unsold horses returning from the fairs. 
The toll at Rothwell was fourpence: twopence each from buyer and seller unless either could 
claim freedom from toll. This was usually by virtue of an old charter right, but this was not 
often specified in the toll book. William Marriott claimed by virtue of the Higham Charter, 
and in 1697 John Goodman claimed his freedom because he was buying a six year old black 
bald horse for£12 to work on land at Weedon belonging to Eton College. The Royal Charter 
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PLATE 1. ROTHWELL MARKET PLACE WITH ITS 16th CENTURY MARKET HOUSE, 
a photograph taken before the building was roofed in 1892. (Kettering Library) 

which founded Eton gave its tenants freedom from toll throughout the kingdom. 
The total income from a day's tolls varied from eleven to forty five shillings and is the only 

trustworthy statistic that can be obtained from these records. It is some measure of the trading 
activity of the locality, and its year to year variation could be compared with other trade 
indices. Comparison has been made with Hoskins' data on National Harvest fluctuations, but 
no correlation could be found, and causes for the variations must probably be sought in more 
local circumstances. The fair was held on Trinity Monday varying in date each year from 
May 20th to June 20th, and it is possible that the weather, or competition from neighbouring 
fairs or markets of fixed date, may have had an effect. Table I shows the total tolls that can 
be extracted from the records, in decade columns. 

168os 1690s 1700s 1710S 1720s 1730s 1740s 
0 I IS 7d ISS 33S IOd 28s 2d 

20S 4d IOS IOd I2S 36s Id 
2 I4S 2d I IS 8d Igs IOd 38s 2d 

3 12s sd 13S IOd 20S 4d 40s gd 

4 2 IS I Id I IS 3d ISS gd gs 45S 6d 
5 I IS 4d I SS I Id I3S 2d 
6 25S 4d I7S 6d 23S 4d 
7 Igs gd 20S 4d 
8 I IS 6d I2S 22S 27S IOd 

9 ISS 6d I7S 7d 16s 42S 

Table I. Total yield of tolls at Rothwell Fair I 684- I 743· 

These figures fluctuate widely but if taken in five year periods, appear to indicate that trade 
was declining in the late seventeenth century followed by some improvement in the mid-I8th 
century: the Nag fairs ofthe I740s seem very much busier. 
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The price of a horse is often quoted as a single figure but these records show that at any one 
time it is probable that there will be a wide difference between the highest and the lowest 
prices. Some generalisation can be made by comparing averages and the associated price 
range. A few horses were sold for prices well above the average and a much larger number at 
about half of the average price. The following table shows the number of prices and their 
average in three categories-Gelding, Horse and Mare-together, in five year periods, with 
the total number of animals priced with its average. These figures do not include all the 
horses at these fairs, as many were sold away from the stewards booth but the total number can 
be recovered from the total toll and this number is gi_ven in the final column. 

Gelding Horse Mare Overall Total 
Period. No. price No. price JVo. price No. price No. 

£ £ £ £ 
I684-89 I5 8 3I I2 8 I I 54 I I 27I 
I690-94 22 9 I8 IO I2 IO 52 IO 2 I I 
I695-99 22 9 22 I I IO 7 54 IO 
I 700-04 25 9 7 8 I6 I I 48 IO I99 
I 705-09 I8 8 I3 IO I7 7 48 8 220 

I7I5-20 IO 7 5 8 304 
I 739-43 28 6 24 5·5 50 4·5 I02 5 695 

Table 2. Average prices ofhorses sold at Rothwell Fair, I684-I743· 

Comparison of the figures for the I 740's with those of earlier years shows the considerable 
increase that has taken place in the business of the fair. The lower prices may be related to 
greater quantity, but there seems no way in which quality can be assessed. 

The actual details about the horses entered by the scrivener varied widely. Colour and any 
white marks were almost always noted, blaze, star, snip or feet, of which the most frequent 
combination was white on the hind feet with a blaze or a star. Occasionally height or age was 
mentioned, as in the case of the twelve year old mare with foal standing at fifteen hands which 
was sold for £4· 7s in 1702. In other cases where age is entered it is usually 3-4 years in a range 
of 2-7 years and in the height range of 13-16 hands, the usual figure is 14-15 hands, but the 
number of entries is too small for any conclusion to be drawn. Black is the predominant colour 
throughout the whole of the period of the records, and in all categories. Two thirds were black 
with white feet or some other white mark. Brown was far behind with orily eleven per cent in a 
spread of thirteen colours. This is very different from the colour distribution found at near-by 
Boughton Green in 1627, when amongst twenty colours, bay and grey were most frequent with 
black as a third colour. This clear difference in colour distribution suggests that a recognisable 
breed of Midlands horse was developing during the seventeenth century. 

The people drawn to the fair for the buying and selling of the horses came not only from 
neighbouring parishes but from all over Northamptonshire and beyond. London buyers figure 
prominently, particularly in the earlier years, when about thirty names are given, some of 
them taking as many as a dozen horses at a time. Altogethe·r more than half the horses were 
sold out of the county, mainly to the South and East. Those sellers whose sales were registered 
at the stewards booth, came mostly from a wide area in the county west of Rothwell and over 
the border into Warwickshire and from across the Leicestershire border along the area from 
Walton to Rutland. The five parishes with the largest number of entries are Wellingborough 
(I3), Spratton (10), Long Buckby (10), Badby (10) and Rothwell (10). These figures seem to 
show that there were no large scale horse breeders trading in this area as was found in other 
places such as Yorkshire. Wellingborough (with thirteen sellers and two buyers) seems 
something of a horse trading centre. In addition to buyers and sellers there were fourteen 
people vouching for sellers, mostly from Wellingborough itself, but also from places within 
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FIG. 1. PLACES IN NORTHAMPTONSHIRE AND BORDERING COUNTIES 
from which sellers of horses came to Rothwell Fair 1684 to 1744 

eight miles. It is also possible that local trading took place on the street and no record was kept 
at the stewards booth. Two surnames frequently found are Goodman and Marriott, each with 
eight different Christian names and usually residing at Badby or Long Buckby, sometimes 
buying, sometimes selling or vouching, and their entries are found in all periods of the record. 
Other outstanding names are those of Wade and Lovell who, each in his own time, sold the 
best horse of the fair. Indeed, Hugh Lovell of Bough ton managed this honour on two occasions: 
I6g6 he sold two stoned horses to Joshua Johnson of Briston, Norfolk, for £40, and again in 
I 70 I he sold a black gelding to William Chaloner of Steeple Claydon for£ I 7. I 2 .6. 

The voucher, .originally, was expected to be known to the toll collector as well as to the 
seller, but this could only happen in purely local trading at markets. At Rothwell, when sellers 
came from Nottinghamshire, their vouchers came with them from the same area and it is 
unlikely that the Rothwell scrivener would have had knowledge of them. As would be 
expected, seller and voucher came from the same parish in about half the cases and very 
seldom were they more than fifteen miles apart. At greater distances, the contact may have 
been a business connection. Possibly this was the case with Thomas Boyer ofDudenton who, in 
I 739 vouched for four different sellers coming from ten to twenty miles away from Dudenton: 
Raunds, Spratton and from Ileson and Eastwell in Leicestershire. Great distance may indicate 
some special connection, but it may also be an error of transposition in the record. The normal 
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FIG. 2. PLACES IN NORTHAMPTONSHIRE AND BORDERING COUNTIES 
from which buyers of horses came to Rothwell Fair 1684 to 1744 
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order is buyer, seller, voucher, but some scriveners reversed the order ofbuyer and seller, and 
at times the two different forms occur on the same page. If transposition does occur it may be 
inferred from the context but can never be proved, as in the following case. In 1707 there was 
only one entry as follows-

Thomas £french of newton in the eo of bucks 
hath sold to Henry bull of Marson in ye Co of Nor 
one bro gelid with a star & too white feet be four 
vo moris ward of Cole ashby pric I I - 2 - o 

This may be a correct entry but if Thomas French came from Newton Longueville he would 
be thirty two miles from his voucher at Cold Ashby, whilst Marston Trussell is only seven miles 
distant. The natural conclusion is that an accidental transposition has taken place by the writing 
of "hath sold to" in place of "hath bought of", though there is no ~ay of proving it. There 
were twenty five sales recorded in which the voucher was a Rothwell man and in only four of 
these sales did the voucher-seller distance exceed twelve miles. The furthest was about one 
hundred miles to Wintringham in Lincolnshire, whence came Thomas Williamson with two 
horses, selling to buyers from Oundle and Horton with John Daulby as the voucher. 

Buyers at the fair came from distant places as far apart as Durham and Somerset: in all 
twenty four counties are represented. Most of those from afar appear to have bought riding 
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horses, mares or gelding, although some bought pairs of stond horses presumably for the 
carriage trade. The general movement ofhorses was to the South and East; Cambridge, Essex 
and Norfolk buying but not selling, whilst Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire selling but not 
buying. From Warwickshire came a number of sellers, the furthest from ldlecote, and the only 
buyers came from the Nuneaton and Hilmorton area, and that was only after 1700. South 
Leicestershire provided sellers at all times, selling stond horses particularly in the early years 
ofthe Horse Fairs, but buyers were not prominent until the Nag Fairs ofthe 1740's when the 
main trade was in mares, by that time largely used for road work. Some buyers came more 
than once and made multiple purchases such as Stephen Apethorpe and his father-in-law John 
Webb from Cambridgeshire buying twelve horses in five visits, or the Tidys of Guildford in 
Surrey buying eight mares in three visits. Thirty seven persons from London parishes are 
mentioned in the records but many of them purchased no more than a single riding horse. The 
big buyers were the horse dealers or horsecoursers, and only seem to appear before I 700. Their 
presence later can be inferred from the watchmans reference to tolls collected for · ten or a 
dozen horses on the street. Before I 700, seventeen of these dealers purchased more than one 
hundred horses. Edward Horton of St. Martin's in the Field is noted six times buying twenty 
eight horses. 

These records include a few incidental details. A sale after sunset (when the fair closed) was 
appended in I 742 when Mr. Weanham bought a horse giving his address as the Boot and Crown 
in Rowell. In I7IO an exchange was arranged where the consideration included "Forty 
hundred ofpitt coales to be delivered at the dwelling house of Mr. Smith at or before the fourth 
of August". This deal was arranged at the fair on the fifth of June. 

The Centre For All Occasions 

Castle Ash by House is the 16th Century Home of the 7th Marquess of Northampton 
and is situated on the A428 Northampton to Bedford road. The House was originally 
built in the shape of an 'E' and then in 1635 the South Wing was added to enclose a 
courtyard. The House has a fine collection of furniture and paintings of the English 
School. 

The House and Grounds are available for numerous occasions. Rooms can be 
hired individually or en suite, with full catering facilities. The chef and his staff can 
offer anything from a "Ploughman's Lunch" to a full Banquet. It is now possible to 
hold Conferences, Exhibitions, Private parties, Wedding receptions and the ever 
popular Medieval Banquets in the superb setting of this Elizabethan Mansion. The 
7,000 sq. ft. courtyard and 200 acres of formal gardens and English Parkland, lend 
themselves to Rallies and Events of wide and varied natures and, of course, to the film 
industry as a photographic backdrop. 



A POACHING INCIDENT AT SUDBOROUGH, 1837 
F.]. MAYES 

On Monday the ninth of January 1837 at about eight o'clock in the evening, acting on a 
tip-off, John Bushnell, a keeper on Lord Cardigan's estate, and fourteen assistants lay in wait 
for poachers in Deenethorpe Wood. Eventually at about one in the morning they discovered a 
gang of about twenty five who, judging by the haul of eighteen dozen rabbits and a hare which 
were recovered later, were well advanced in the act of snaring game. When the two groups met 
there was a fierce fight which lasted for about half an hour before most ofthe poachers made off 
leaving their spoils and over 6oo yards of rabbit netting behind them. Three of the poachers 
were apprehended. They were John Newton and Robert Lee, both aged 40, and Samuel 
Swann, aged 25. 

Both of the Northampton newspapers, the Mercury and the Herald, gave accounts ofboth the 
incident and the subsequent trial ofthe three accused. Interesting differences appeared in the 
two reports. The Mercury gave a description of the affray with the byline of the Lincolnshire 
Chronicle. The Herald has exactly the same account except that it has been shortened by the 
omission of several phrases or sentences. One phrase however may or may not have been 
omitted for reason of lack of space. This stated that the poaching "had for some time been 
meditated by a desperate set of men residing at Sudborough (a notorious harbour of these 
gentry)". 1 

The trial took place on February 27th, 1837. The defence's case seemed to rest on the 
question of exact identity, for according to the newspaper reports all three defendants admitted 
they were present on the night in question but Swann and Lee denied being where the fighting 
took place. The defence also produced two character witnesses; Mr. Jonas Tebbutt and a Mr. 
Southam who stated that he had "never heard that they were poachers". If the newspaper 
reports about Sudborough being notorious for poaching and the prisoners admitting they were 
in the woods at one in the morning were true, it seems very likely that the entire village would 
know who were the poachers. 

The judge summed up at great length and he concluded "it would be destructive to the 
interests of this great country, if the feeling got abroad, that this offence might be committed 
without moral wrong. It is true, the law is severe,"-(up to 14 years transportation)-"but it 
acted the same for the rich as for the poor. The crime of poaching often led to the most serious 
offences, and therefore, it ought to be marked with due punishment." It sounds very much as if 
the judge is anxious to defend this law against a general feeling that it was not morally wrong. 
The three were found guilty but recommended to mercy on account of good character, and 
having large families (Newton had seven children, Swann two, and Lee eight). 

The prisoners were sentenced to one year's imprisonment with hard labour. Had the story 
ended there it would have been of interest but by no means unusual. There were an average of 
281 commitments for poaching each year between 1826-1829 for example. 2 However one part 
of the trial, as reported in the press was slightly mysterious. The defence cross-examined three 
of the keepers and their questions were mainly about the weapons used that night. One stated 
that the poachers had bludgeons, or long staffs. He claimed the keepers were armed with 
bludgeons, staves and guns which were not discharged. All three keepers were however asked 

1 Northampton Mercury 21 January r837. 
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2 E. ]. Hobsbawm and G. Rude Captain Swing, 
1973· p. 57 · 
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PLATE 1. THE FACE OF A NORTHAMPTONSHIRE POACHER: 
James "Socket" Elmore, a Kettering Shoemaker, who boasted in old age that he had had many a 

Christmas dinner in the County gaol. The photograph probably dates from the 187os. (F. A. Moore ) 

whether their side had spears. The first keeper said "I heard that some had spears, but I did 
not know that". The other two denied that they saw any spears that night. 

The implication seems to be that the keepers played a more aggressive role than their 
evidence at the trial suggested, whereas they stated that they were attacked by the poachers 
whilst trying to apprehend them. Once again the local newspapers can throw some light on 
this. Both papers, ·at the end of their accounts of the fight, state that: "On Tuesday morning the 
body of one of the poachers was found lying dead in a field, about 8o yards from the scene of 
the conflict. On examination of the corpse, no wound or contusion was discovered that could 
account for this fatal result. On Wednesday an inquest was held on the body ofthe poacher, 
who was recognised as William Mays, ofSudborough, the brother of a man in Lord Cardigan's 
employ as a carrier to London. On a post-mortem examination, the surgeon gave it as his 
opinion that the deceased died from over-exertion, and a verdict of 'found dead' was re
turned.''3 

So perhaps this was the reason for all the questions about spears? Was William Mays killed 
by the keepers or did h~ really die of "over exertion"? Before we attempt to answer these 
questions another becomes apparent if the Sudborough parish registers are examined. Was the 
body really that of William Mays? The registers contain an entry for the burial of a Samuel 
Mayes (sic) on January 13th 1837 (aged about 37 the registers would suggest). Was Samuel 
the poacher and William just a newspaper's misprint? 

The answers to these questions lies amongst a bundle of papers in the Northamptonshire 
Record Office. The papers of Canon Lawson, Rector of Sudborough 188g-Ig1g, contains the 
(apparently poorly remembered) words of a song entitled "The Sudborough Poacher". 4 

3 Northampton Mercury, op. cit. 4 N.R.O. 308 P/ 15/9· 
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The words are reproduced below but they seem to confirm the following: the dead poacher's 
name was Samuel, not William. Newspapers seemed to be just as prone I 50 years ago as they 
are now to getting people's names wrong. Possibly William was the name of the brother who 
worked for Lord Cardigan? 

The poachers, at least, maintain that Samuel was stabbed to death. Hence, perhaps, all the 
questions about spears at the trial? 

Samuel seems to have obtained posthumous fame at least locally, becoming a kind of folk
hero despite the newspapers having got his name wrong! 

SUDBOROUGH POACHERS SONG 

In 1837 it plainly cloth appear 
A bloody scene was felt most keen 
Until death did draw near 

( 1) Poor Samuel Mayes of Sudborough town 
A lad of well known fame 
Who took delight both day and night 
To hunt the lofty game 

Chorus 
Mourn all you gallant Poacher men 
Poor Mayes is dead and gone 
Whilst our hero brave lies in his grave 
As ever the sun shone on 

(2) With nets so strong we marched along 
Unto brave Deenethorpe town 
With nut brown ale that never will fail 
Was many a health drunk round 

(3) Brave lunar light did shine that night 
As we to the woods repaired 
True as the sun the dogs did run 
To chase the timorous hare 

(4) Then to (injure) the Poachers 
The keepers they did start 
And in that strife took poor Mays' life 
They stabbed him to the heart 

(5) For help he cried but was denied 
There was no one that by him stood 
And there he lay till break of day 
Dogs licking his dear blood 

(6) Brave Jim Stevens never will fail 
To praise poor Mayes' name 
His courage as displayed is known 
It travelled through the plain 
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(7) With dog and gun he n'er will run 
Although the law does not maintain 
Poor Mayes' blood, spilt to the wood 
Was vengeance's crimson blood 

(8) Farewell dear heart for I must part 
From my wife and children dear 
Pity my doom it was too soon 
That ever I came here 

(g) Farewell those dear brave lads 
What'ere revenge they held 
(on) That cruel man with murderous hand 
Which caused me for to yield. 
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